How biomechanics can affect the endodontic treated teeth and their restorative procedures?

Abstract: Endodontic treatment is a common dental procedure used for treating teeth which the pulp tissue has become irreversibly inflamed or necrotic as a result of the carious process or dental trauma. This procedure which involves mechanical and chemical preparation of root canal may affect several mechanical and physical properties of the tooth structure. The endodontic treatment can also influence the longevity of the rehabilitation of endodontically treated teeth and biomechanics during the oral function. For restoring endodontically treated teeth several factor and clinical decisions should be observed. The decision of the fiberglass post usage and the restorative materials are related to several factors such as the quantity and quality of remaining dental structure, presence of ferrule, post cementation length and final coronal restoration. In this review, the authors will address the effect of the endodontic treatment procedures on canal shape and mechanical properties of a tooth, and also discuss the parameters and the biomechanical principles of root canal treated teeth.
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Introduction

The primary function of the human dentition is the preparation and processing of food through a biomechanical process of biting and chewing. This process is based on the transfer of masticatory forces, mediated through the teeth. The synergism of enamel, coronal dentin and root dentin creates an integrated organ that is capable of supporting high masticatory stresses. Root dentin is an important structure to integrate the dentition with muscle-bone support. Human root dentin has higher flexural strength and more significant inelastic deformation than coronal dentin. Understanding the mechanical behavior of dentin and the detailed relations to the dentinal structure provides insight into the design strategies to recover tooth functions and helps to improve dental restoration techniques, preventing catastrophic failures.

When the tooth crown is structurally compromised by caries or defective restorations, root canal treatment may be necessary to maintain tooth integrity and to provide stability for coronal rehabilitation. Endodontic treatment is mainly purposed to remove the infected tissues and
microorganisms from the root canal system to control the periapical inflammatory responses and infections. Endodontic treatment is a predictable therapy with a success rate up to 97%. However, it was reported that some of the failure cases of endodontically treated teeth are resulted from nonmicrobial factors as well as biological factors. Dentinal collagen makes a considerable contribution to the mechanical properties of dentin. Changes in these collagen fibril cross-links may contribute to the so-called “brittleness” of endodontically treated teeth. Loss of pulp vitality also influence moisture content of dentin and iatrogenic factors associated with various operative procedures may contribute to the fracture of endodontically treated teeth, although most of these risks are controllable.

Endodontically treated teeth are structurally compromised by caries, endodontic access, present alterations in mechanical, chemical, and physical properties. For restoring endodontically treated teeth the first question frequently observed is: “what material is more appropriated?” and the followed question is: “which technique, direct or indirect restoration, is better for restoring endodontically treated teeth?” and also, “Is necessary to recover cusp structure?”. These questions were for long time responded based frequently in personal option. Nowadays, the evidences support that the principal aspect is to use adhesive technique for creating a unique and integrated body, involving all the materials and interfaces. Amalgam should severely avoid to restored endodontically treated, because this material only fill cavity but does not restore the stress/strain behavior.

Severally structurally compromised endodontic treated teeth often require a post to retain a coronal restoration. Compared with metal posts, fiber-reinforced resin posts are the better option for root canal treated teeth. The major advantage of the fiber-reinforced posts is they have an elastic modulus that is similar to dentin, which results in a more even distribution of occlusal loads through the root. The stress/strain distribution in root canal treated teeth restored with fiber-reinforced resin posts depends on several factors. Teeth with extensive caries, pulp involvement and loss of structural integrity can result in pain and reduce mastication due to natural adaptation. Endodontic treatment followed by direct composite restoration was an effective method to reestablish oral biomechanical performance.

The performance of endodontically treated teeth is strongly related to the biomechanics events involved during all the phases of the endodontic treatment and also during the restorative procedure of these teeth. Therefore, this review article will focus on biomechanics effect involved on tooth structurers influenced by endodontic treatment, on the root instrumentation and obturation, on the restorative procedure used, and their consequences to the clinical longevity of the restored endodontically treated teeth.

Dentin alterations related to endodontic procedures and endodontic materials

The dentine is a very complex organic structure. This structure is a composed by 70% of inorganic material, 18% organic matrix and 12% of water by weight. The dentin is covered by the enamel which is the hardest tissue in the human body. The enamel has a high elastic modulus compared to the dentin. The collagen matrix contributes to a lower elastic modulus compared to the enamel. The dentin is perfectly bonded to the enamel by the dentin-enamel junction and creates a perfect integration for the masticatory load and stress distribution for the periodontal ligament and bone. The endodontic treatment is responsible for a several dentin microstructural changes and mechanical properties alterations. Studies have shown that postendodontic tooth fractures might occur because of the tooth loss cause during the endodontic access cavity preparation; root canal instrumentation; root canal filling technique; inadequate post space preparation and selection. Tang et al. in 2010, showed through a literature review that all this factors are related to potential tooth fractures after the endodontic treatment.

During the endodontic treatment, the root canal irrigation is crucial for the endodontic treatment clinical success. The intracanal irrigants are used to eliminate the microorganisms, pulp remnants and the smear layer created during the root canal instrumentation. However, despite of the advantages of the irrigants they may be related to physical
and mechanical properties alterations of the dentin when used for a prolonged period or high concentrations. Sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) and the ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) are common during the mechanical-chemical preparation of the root canal. Studies showed that the endodontic irrigant solutions can affect the microhardness of the root dentin. The literature shows that irrigation with either H₂O₂/NaOCl or EDTA can decreased the microhardness value of root dentin. These irrigants can also change the mechanical properties of the dentin such as flexural strength and elastic modulus. Some investigations evaluated the effect of NaOCl (3%, 5%) and saturated calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)₂) solutions on the flexural strength and elastic modulus of dentin using three-point bending test. The results showed that NaOCl reduced both elastic modulus and flexural strength and the saturated Ca(OH)₂ reduced the flexural strength but not the elastic modulus of dentin. A recent study evaluated the effects of several decalcifying agents on the chemical composition of the dentine using attenuated total reflectance in Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). Results showed that the etidronic acid and tetrasodium EDTA caused minor whilst trisodium EDTA and peracetic caused greater demineralization of dentine. The authors also found that the sodium hypochlorite degraded the dentin organic matrix more rapidly when exposed to dentine. However, the combination of NaOCl and decalcifying agents can be used to create dentine surfaces with varying compositions for interaction with endodontic sealers. Physical properties changes occur mainly because of the removal of the collagen matrix and inorganic components of the root dentin during the instrumentation procedure. Clinicians should be very careful during root canal treatment that the irrigants should be completely removed from the canal before root filling procedure. The endodontic irrigants can also affect adhesive restorative procedures such as the fiber post luting. There are some investigations that the EDTA and the sodium hypochlorite can the best option regarding the bond strength between the resin cement and the dentine. For a better result, the remnants of the endodontic irrigants should be fully removed after the post space preparation.

**Mechanical effect and performance of endodontic files**

Clinicians need to use root endodontic files to shape for easy and efficient cleaning and obturation. To remove infected tissues including pulp and root canal dentin, mechanical forces are mandatory during the use of the instruments. These mechanical forces by the endodontic files always have some reaction forces to the root dentin and structure. Different instrument systems may have different forces and consequent risk or incidence to induce the dentinal damage or apical micro cracks according to the instruments geometries, sizes, or alloys. Root canal preparation procedures have been reported to increase the risk of root fracture and crack formation by reducing root dentin integrity or creating defects inside root canals that may act as stress concentrations or crack initiation sites. Nickel-titanium (NiTi) endodontic instruments have brought convenience and efficiency to root canal shaping, which reduces procedural errors. Most clinicians prefer these systems because of their advantages such as improved cutting efficiency, time saving and reduced postoperative discomfort. During the instrumentation by using NiTi files, a root canal is cut and enlarged by the contact between instruments and root dentin walls. The numerous momentary contacts by the fast moving (usually rotating) speed over 300 rpm between instrument and canal wall create stress concentrations in dentin and may induce dentinal defects and microcracks or craze lines. Root canal preparation alone significantly weakened roots, especially when the working length is longer than optimal, and may create apical root cracks. Thus, the screw-in forces by some active rotary NiTi files, especially used by inexperienced operators, may have a higher chance to go over the apical foramen and may increase the risk of apical crack formation.

Dentinal damages such as craze lines and partial cracks in teeth were prepared with several brands of NiTi rotary instruments, although no defect was observed in teeth prepared with manual stainless steel files. This type of defects would be associated with increased susceptibility of vertical root fracture (VRF) because functional loads or stresses from the repeated occlusal forces after restoration can be
amplified at the tip of those defects and initiate or propagate into VRF. VRF is usually diagnosed a few years after the endodontic and restorative treatments are completed. VRF is one of the most disappointing complications of root canal treatment, which may result in a tooth extraction.

Stresses in root dentin during instrumentation by various NiTi instruments have been studied investigated the potential relationship between NiTi instrument design and the incidence of vertical root fracture and crack formation by using finite element analysis. This study compared stresses generated in apical root dentin during rotary instrumentation in a curved canal with NiTi files featuring different cross sections and shaft geometries. It was shown that during root canal instrumentation, under certain clinical conditions (for example, in a severely curved canal), file design (with a big taper) and/or its mechanical properties (stiffness or flexibility) may generate stresses that exceed the tensile strength of dentin. On the other hand, some NiTi instrument systems for coronal canal flaring, which are used in early stage of root canal preparations, were reported to have lower rates of crack formation than those found with Gate-Glidden drills.

In 2008, reciprocating movement for the use of NiTi instrument systems instead of continuous rotation was suggested. Many articles have since been published about reciprocating NiTi instrument systems, which are used in a single file technique for clinical convenience and efficiency. The conclusions regarding apical crack formation in many of these articles are contradictory. Although root canal preparation with both rotary and reciprocating instruments resulted in dentinal defects, at the apical level of the canals, the reciprocating files resulted in significantly more incomplete dentinal cracks than full-sequence rotary systems. On the other hand, ProTaper rotary files (Dentsply Sirona) have significantly more microcracks than ProTaper hand files and WaveOne Primary reciprocating files (Dentsply Sirona). reported that, with regard to the potential risk of root cracks from the file system, WaveOne instruments induced the least number of cracks and exhibited the greatest resistance to fracture compared with ProTaper files whether used in reciprocating or rotating motions. They concluded that the M-alloy from which the reciprocating instruments manufactured was a more important factor for the dentin damaging potential than the motion of instrumentation. Therefore, no causal relationship could be concluded between dentinal microcrack formation and root canal preparation procedures with the reciprocating systems. While the WaveOne and Reciproc reciprocating instruments were made of M-wire, recently introduced WaveOne Gold and Reciproc Blue systems are made of heat treated Gold-wire and Blue-wire respectively and they have much softer characteristics than the M-wire and conventional NiTi alloy. The heat treatment for these Gold and Blue NiTi alloys has controlled-memory effect in the room temperature and thus they have reduced reaction forces during their rotary or reciprocating movement.

In another unique development, the design of a Self-Adjusting file (SAF) – an instrument without an internal core and with a mesh-like structure - may produce minimal stress concentrations in the apical root dentin during shaping of the curved root canal. SAF system may have higher chance of preservation of root dentin integrity with a reduced risk of dentinal defects and apical root cracking reported that the SAF system may generate only one tenth of the forces generated by the conventional rotary NiTi files (Figure 1).

In addition to the different kinetic movements such as reciprocating and oscillation of the reciprocating instruments and SAF, other innovative shaping instruments were developed recently. The XP-endo Shaper (FKG), XP-endo Finisher and TRUShape 3D were introduced as less invasive files to clean the irregular canal geometries better and preserve root dentin. They actually have reduced contact points to the canal wall due to their irregular shape of file shaft and thus make it possible to treat root canals with highly complex morphologies, from the narrowest to the largest, and from the straightest to the most severely curved canals. They were claimed as truly innovative files which can be used to radically simplify endodontic sequences and provide superior overall shaping compared to conventional ISO rotary files. Although the precise effect of each shaping procedure may still be contested, it is well accepted that stress levels during shaping and the susceptibility to apical root cracks after shaping vary with instrument design.
Comparing primary root canal treatment with retreatment, retreatment procedures may result in more defects than initial treatments. Therefore, it was suggested that when assessing the outcomes of endodontic retreatment, substantial damage to the root canal walls should be considered. Practitioners that are aware of controllable and uncontrollable risks during dental treatments may be able to reduce potential tooth fractures.
Restorative materials and the capacity to recover tooth integrity

The endodontic treatment finished after a perfect tooth restoration. During the endodontic therapy, the tooth should receive a temporary restoration with glass ionomer cement or composite resin. The time between the root canal filling and restorative coronal reconstruction should be the shorter possible to avoid the root canal contamination.

The coronal reconstruction of endodontically treated tooth must recover the biomechanical performance as similarly as possible to the intact tooth. The structural resistance is related to appropriate retention and adhesive integration between root dentin, core reconstruction and final restoration, forming a unique and integrated complex. Direct restorative materials, mainly composite resin has proven to be enough to reconstitute the coronal part that will be the support for a crown, only when necessary. The use of a 1-2 mm of glass ionomer cement to cover the root canal obturation is recommended to reduce the stress inside the pulp chamber and furcation area of posterior teeth. The use of some bulk fill composite resin may reduce the cusp deflexion and the stress concentration on the weakened regions. However, it is important to highlighted that this performance is material dependent. The use of amalgam for restoring posterior endodontic treated teeth is not recommended. Amalgam is a material that fill cavity but it does not restore the tooth integrity.

The teeth endodontically-treated with progressive loss of tooth structures from extensive caries may have an impact on the masticatory process, result in pain and reduce mastication and higher stress concentration on tooth remaining (Figure 2). The endodontic treatment followed by direct restoration with bulk-fill composite resin improve the biting force and promote homogeneous stress distribution.

Irrespective of the material selection the bonding integration between restorative materials to tooth structure remaining is fundamental for adequate stress/strain distribution. Nowadays all the most of the restorative materials and adhesive systems are light activated. The correct selection of the dental light-curing unit (LCU) and how it is used is an essential part of the process of photocuring an adhesive system, composite resin, resin cement involved on the restorative procedure of endodontic treated teeth. The light attenuation deep areas of the root canals may compromise the polymerization of the resin cement used for fixing fiber glass post. The use of dual cure resin cement is essential for achieve adequate curing and integration between post-resin cement and root dentin. When curing resin cement for fiberglass post fixation the best results that were found was when photoactivation is delayed for
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**Figure 2.** A. Clinical pictures of caries affected molar tooth; B. corresponding patient-specific finite element models. C. Modified von Mises stress concentration on occlusal enamel without dentin support and also on the pulp floor.
five minutes after the manipulation of the resin cements, which is clinically feasible. Shrinkage stress was higher with immediate photoactivation for all resin cements and resulted in higher shrinkage stresses mainly in the coronal third where debonding between resin cement and root dentin account for most failures.\textsuperscript{59} The use of LCU positioned correctly over the restoration and the light shots covering the entire extension of the direct or indirect restoration is also fundamental for good polymerization process. The time recommended for light curing different materials should be carefully followed and the LCU should maintained stable to maintain the light intensity regular. Using protective eyewear allows the user to have both hands free to manipulate the instruments and materials so that they can focus their attention on the tooth to which the light is directed, and deliver the intended amount of light to the resin.\textsuperscript{61,63}

\textbf{Fiber post - Factors that influence the selection and the effect on the biomechanical performance}

Fiber posts have been widely used and are gradually replacing the traditional metallic cast post and cores and prefabricated metal posts.\textsuperscript{8} In the last decade, several types of post systems have been proposed for the rehabilitation of the endodontically treated teeth with extensively coronal lost.\textsuperscript{8} Among the nonmetal posts, epoxy resin posts reinforced with carbon fibers, epoxy or methacrylate resin posts reinforced with quartz or glass fibers, zirconia posts, and polyethylene fiber-reinforced posts are used. Fiber glass posts are the non-metallic posts are mostly used with clinical success. However, the longevity and the clinical success of the endodontically treated teeth rehabilitated with fiber posts depends of several factors such as: a) Post selection and design; b) Post length; c) Post diameter; s) quantity and quality of the remaining coronal dentin (ferrule effect).

a. Post selection and design

Cast metal post and cores have high elastic modulus and have been associated with high incidence of unfavorable root fractures. In response to the need for esthetic materials and mechanical properties similar to root dentin, nonmetal posts were developed. Clinical and laboratory studies have shown that fiber-reinforced resin (‘glass fiber’) posts are an excellent option for the rehabilitation of root filled teeth instead of metal posts.\textsuperscript{9-11} Glass fiber posts have similar values for the flexural strength and flexural modulus compared to quartz fiber posts. The fiber glass post designs may also vary in surface characteristics, such as smooth or serrated surface. Serrated posts have lower rigidity than smooth posts.\textsuperscript{65} The structural characteristic and mechanical properties of fiber glass posts are manufacture-dependent. When analysing several fiberglass post evaluable on the marked place, a linear correlation between flexural strength and fiber/matrix ratio, as well as the flexural modulus and the amount of fiber was found.\textsuperscript{66} Thus, the addition of a serrated process on the post surface for the purpose of retention, could decrease the values of the post’s flexural strength due to the discontinuous fibers\textsuperscript{66,67} (Figure 3).

b. Post length

The literature suggest that the post length should be two thirds of the tooth remnant total length or at least the crown length. This principle was created for the metallic endodontic posts that are retained in the root canal by friction. Although this principle should be considered for every rehabilitation with endodontic post sometimes the post length may be limited by root curvatures or an obstruction in the root canal. Glass fiber posts have the advantage of bonding to tooth structures trough adhesive systems and resin cements and therefore are less sensitive compared to the metallic posts. Studies that evaluated the stress distributions of endodontically treated teeth restored with glass fiber posts showed that the glass fiber posts were not significantly affected by the post length.\textsuperscript{14,15} However, the principle of the post length calculation described should be always considered by the clinicians because the preparation of the two-thirds of the root canal will increase the bonding surface, allowing better retention for the fiber glass post.\textsuperscript{68,69}

c. Post diameter

Endodontically-treated teeth can be significantly weakened with canals that are flared by the progression of caries in combination with endodontic access and/or overpreparation.\textsuperscript{70} Restoration of such
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severely weakened teeth is a challenge because they are more prone to fracture and fatigue. Fiber posts with suitable shapes for flared canals are not readily available. A standard geometry glass fiber post leaves excess space within the flared root canal to be filled with a bulk of luting cement. This results in a potentially weak area, which may compromise the long-term prognosis. A simple alternative method is to reline glass fiber posts with composite resin. This anatomic post reduces the volume of luting cement and fits better to the canal wall (Figure 4). Because composite resin has an elastic modulus close to dentin, it creates a homogeneous stress distribution between the anatomical composite post and dentin surface that is similar to a sound tooth. Anatomical posts relined with composite resin resulted in the highest fracture resistance compared with other methods.

d. Quantity and quality of the remaining coronal dentin (ferrule effect).

Several studies have shown that the amount and the quality of the remaining coronal dentin structure can affect the biomechanical behavior of the endodontically treated teeth restored with posts. The height of the remaining coronal dentin is well known as ferrule, and offers support to the remaining coronal tooth structure against occlusal loadings and lateral forces exerted during the post insertion. Studies have shown that the maintenance of 1.5 to 2mm improve the stress distributions in the root dentin and along the post-dentin interface. The presence of the ferrule also contributes to increase the fracture resistance and better failure or fracture modes. Computational and in-vitro analysis showed that a circumferential or uniform ferrule creates a better stress distribution to the root dentin and post interface. A recent study, evaluated the effect of the non-uniform ferrule on the stress distribution using a patient-specific finite element analysis. The results of the stress analysis confirmed that the ferrule design play a significant role in the stress development with glass fiber posts and root dentin. The stress results also showed that the uniform ferrule tends to be more favorable than a localized higher ferrule in anterior endodontic-treated teeth (Figure 5). The literature shows that conservation of the tooth structure is the most important parameter to improve the biomechanical behavior of the endodontically treated teeth rehabilitated with glass fiber posts.

The correct choice of the post system and the presence of a ferrule are important factors for treatment prognosis. The presence of a ferrule on anterior endodontically treated incisors restored with a fiberglass post/composite core/CAD/CAM ceramic
crown influences reduce the stress concentration in root dentin, increase the fracture resistance and the reduction in number of root fractures. The ferrule presence is important for stress/strain transfer from the crown to root dentin.\textsuperscript{72}

Clinical performance of endodontic restorations

Despite the importance of laboratorial studies assessing variables can intervene on performance of endodontic restorations, evidences to support clinical practice must be strongly based on clinical studies. Restoration of endodontically treated teeth remains a challenge for clinicians since these teeth are usually weakened due to significant loss of dentinal structure. In fact, practice-base studies evaluating huge number of restorations have confirmed the worse behavior of restorative procedures in non-
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Vital teeth. A retrospective study evaluated the data from private clinics in Germany and assessed 795 restorations of endodontically treated teeth for an average follow-up time of 4.5 years. Approximately 86% of those restorations were considered successful and the annual failure rate (AFR) was 4.9%. Interestingly, this AFR is slightly higher than that observed for restoration in vital teeth from patients with high- and medium-risk to caries after 5 years of function (3.2% and 3.5%, respectively), and around 4-fold higher than AFR of restorations in patients with low-risk to caries (1.2%). However, higher values of AFR were described by a large retrospective practice-based study investigating the longevity of 400,000 direct restorations placed by several general dental practitioners in the Netherlands that also demonstrated higher AFR (10.9%) for restorations of endodontically treated teeth than those built-up in vital teeth (4.5%).

Factors as the restorative material used, cusp coverage, and direct or indirect procedure also might affect the performance of endodontic restorations over the time. A retrospective cohort study evaluating 220 endodontically treated permanent molars found that composite restorations presented higher median survival time (4.3 years) than those built-up with amalgam (median of 3.0 years), but the more significant factor favoring the longevity of restorations was the amount of remaining tooth structure. Another prospective study found that 96% of indirect composite restorations with cusp coverage in molars (n = 84) and premolars (n = 66) remained satisfactory after 5 years, suggesting an improved performance of this approach over intra-coronal restorations. However, lack evidence to support any superiority of indirect restorations over the direct ones. A systematic review tried to respond this question, but only a single study fully attended the inclusion criteria and was analyzed. The results of this included study did not demonstrate any difference between these two restorative approaches, and the level of evidence was low (only 104 teeth analyzed).

A controversial matter about restoration of endodontically treated teeth regards the placement or not of posts into the root canal to bear the restoration. It seems well-established that posts are required in the absence of remaining crown structure enough to retain the restoration, but it is difficult to determine the threshold after the post placement is not more required. An observational retrospective study evaluating 985 fiber post-retained restorations for 7-11 years also found that the lack of remaining coronal structure favors the failure of restoration. Similar results were observed in a randomized controlled clinical trial with 6 years of follow-up. The presence of ferrule has been pointed by laboratorial studies and finite element analysis as an important factor increasing the fracture resistance of post-retained restorations. However, it is such difficult to measure and standardize the ferrule effect in clinical trials and controversial results can be observed.

A recently published meta-analysis evaluating any possible protective effect of ferrule included only three randomized clinical trials since lack information were available in other studies, direct restorations were used (no ferrule effect is present per definition), or the follow-up were shorter than 5 years. Indeed, the presence of ferrule increased only slightly the successful rate (98% versus 93%) after 5 years of observation, but only a single study was used to estimate any possible protective effect of ferrule for longer follow-up time (17-years). This last study found that the ferrule increased the survival rate for prefabricated titanium posts associated to composite crowns. Therefore, there is weak evidence from clinical studies supporting the favorable effect of ferrule to increase the long-term restoration survival. It is important to emphasize that both posterior and anterior teeth were included in that meta-analysis and it has been known that differences on loading direction among the teeth intervene on stress distribution and failure. Moreover, several studies only divide the ferrule as present or absent, and information as incomplete ferrules involving only partially the circumference of teeth, or differences on height/thickness of coronal remaining tissue is frequently lost in clinical trials. It was demonstrated that incomplete ferrule involving higher than 75% of tooth circumference could increase in 5% the successful rate of restoration.

Another question regards whether the post placement increase or not the longevity of restorations. A randomized controlled trial (6 years of follow-up) found that the placement of fiber post can reduce the failure rate of premolars presenting only one
or two remaining coronal walls and restored with single-unit metal-ceramic crowns. The authors also observed the same positive effect of post placement was also observed in the absence of ferrule, which resulted in low rates even for fiber post-retained restorations. Other randomized clinical trials also demonstrated higher successful rate for post-retained restorations. Contrarily, a practice-base study with clinicians in Germany found that the placement of post increased almost three times the AFR despite the absence of statistical difference. A possible explanation hypothesized by authors was that posts were usually placed in teeth with a higher level of coronal breakdown, which tends to have worst prognostic. In fact, the amount of tooth structure remaining in the coronal portion plays important role on clinical behavior of restoration and maybe the presence of a single thick remaining cavity wall can be enough to establish a protective effect in the restoration. Therefore, the placement of post seems to improve the longevity of endodontic restorations only when the tooth presents lack of coronal remaining cavity walls or a full single crown is used over a cavity preparation presenting ferrule.

Controversial discussion is also observed regarding whether cast post and core, pre-fabricated metallic or glass-fiber post present better clinical performance. Further to analysis of fracture resistance, several laboratorial studies have demonstrated more favorable fractures when fiber post are used. However, a meta-analysis of clinical trials did not find any difference among the types of posts regards the survival rate, and ratios of catastrophic or non-catastrophic failure. It is important to emphasize that several studies included in this meta-analysis presented significant risk to bias and high heterogeneity was calculated for all outcomes, resulting in weak evidence.

An alternative to post placement into root canals is the used of endocrowns bonded to dentin of pulpal chamber. A retrospective clinical study evaluated 137 endocrowns cemented into pulpal chamber of molars (57%), premolars (41%) or canines (2%); and confectioned with a Lithium disilicate glass-ceramic (85%), a hybrid ceramic (12%) or indirect composite (3%). After a mean follow-up of 44.7 months, the survival rate was 99% and the estimate by Kaplan-Meier was 98.8% after 10 years. This success rate is like those observed for post-retained restorations, demonstrating that endocrowns can be a suitable alternative to restore endodontically treated teeth, mainly for posterior teeth.

**Summary statement**

In this review paper, we demonstrated that the performance of endodontic treated teeth is strongly related to the biomechanics events involved during all the phases of the endodontic treatment. The correct selection and use of the mechanical and rotatory instruments are essential for preventing dentin damage during root canal preparation. The ferule presence associated with adequate bonding protocol are directly related with the clinical success of fiberglass post. Direct composite restoration can be a good alternative for restoting endodontic treated teeth when coronal structure remaining is presented. This review shows how much progress has been made in the endodontic procedures taking into account biomechanics principles involving news rotatory instruments, irrigants, bonding procedures and fiberglass post that will continue to benefit clinicians and their patients.
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